CALL FOR PAPERS
YEARBOOK OF ANTITRUST AND REGULATORY STUDIES (YARS) is an academic
magazine, published annually by the Centre of Antitrust and Regulatory Studies (CARS),
Faculty of Management, University of Warsaw (www.cars.wz.uw.edu.pl).
YARS is meant to be a platform for the presentation and analysis of antitrust and regulatory
achievements from both a legal as well as economic perspective. Topics of interest include,
but are not strictly limited to:



important current competition protection issues such as antitrust, merger
control and state aids (substantive and procedural context),
sector-specific regulation (e.g. regulation of the energy, telecoms, post
and transport industries).

YARS was originally intended to focus exclusively on Polish experiences in antitrust and
sector–specific regulation. Its perspective will be broadened starting from 2012 to cover also
Central and Eastern Europe’s legislation and jurisprudence in antitrust and sector-specific
regulation. Experiences of the so-called ‘emerging markets’ in introducing and protecting
competition, as well as their efforts to meet competition-related standards upheld by
international organizations, are certainly worthy of being presented to foreign readers. YARS
is also open to authors willing to present general interest antitrust and regulatory problems
from a Central and Eastern European perspective.
The call for papers is open to both academics and practitioners. YARS publishes articles that
contain original analytical contributions but not articles that constitute mere compilations or
repetitions of previously published works. Authors are required to sign publication consent
forms and confirm the originality of their works.
The acceptance of a manuscript for publication implies that the Author assigns to the
Publisher the copyright to the contribution whereby the Publisher shall have exclusive right to
publish it everywhere during the full term of copyright and all renewals and extension thereof.
The rights include mechanical, elecronic and visual reproductions, electronic publication
including all subsidiary right. The Author retains the right to republish the article in any other
publication one year after its publication in the journal, provided that the Author notifies the
Publisher and ensures that the Publisher is properly credited and that the relevant copyright
notice is repeated verbatim.
Ghostwriting practices are not accepted. Guidelines for referees, strict criteria of reviews and
application of anti-plagiarism software are considered as sufficient tools against ghostwriters.

Starting from 2011, two volumes of YARS are published annually – a regular volume and a
special one. A separate call for paper is published for each special volume.
With respect to regular volumes, authors are expected to submit an abstract of their
proposed article no later than by the 28 of February. The same deadline applies to
preliminary submissions of other contributions such as case comments, legislation and
jurisdiction reviews and book reviews.
Preliminary paper submissions should be prepared, as a rule, in British English.
They should contain:
1) the title of the paper – Authors are encouraged to formulate short, original titles that
contain terms typical for mainstream debate in the law and economics of antitrust and
regulation; the title can be formulated in the form of a question or a firm thesis;
2) preliminary table of content;
3) preliminary summary – the summary should illustrate that the proposed paper fulfils the
basic requirements set out by the publisher of YARS. All papers are expected to:
a) focuses on Polish or/and CEE research and practice; the Editorial Board will evaluate
especially highly those contributions that focus on the comparison of the achievements and
experiences of CEE countries and their markets seen as ‘emerging markets’;
b) refer to the approach and experiences of the EU without over emphasising them;
c) concern problems raised by mainstream debate in academic and professional literature (e.g.
in periodicals competing with YARS) or conferences brought about, among other things, by
legislative initiatives in the EU or its individual Member States;
d) pose and verify a ‘firm’ research thesis/hypothesis (clearly stated, even provocative);
e) have a strong basis in case law (legal papers) or empirical research data (economic papers);
however, strictly theoretical papers are not excluded per se;
4) classification and key words
The preliminary submission should not exceed two pages; it will be subject to a double review
process; Authors will be informed of the content of reviews that contain specific suggestions
concerning the paper.
Potential Authors are encouraged to make themselves familiar with the Review Form
(available at www.yars.wz.uw.edu.pl) already during the preparation of the preliminary
submission
Completed articles as well as other YARS contributions must be submitted no later than
the 31 of May. All articles should commence with their ‘contents’, ‘abstract’ (if possible also
résumé in French) and ‘classifications and key words’, followed by their full text. They
should be concluded by applicable ‘literature’ listing the main references used in the analysis.

Submitted articles will undergo a double, anonymous and independent peer-review process.
The reviewers will be appointed by the editors – they will be specialists in fields related to the
topic of the article. Separate review criteria and processes have been adopted for legal and
economic articles. The review criteria are specified in the YARS Review Form. The editors
encourage potential authors to refer to specific expectations, outlined in that document, when
preparing their contributions to YARS. As a result of the review process, authors may be
expected to modify their articles according to the recommendations of the reviewers.
Amended articles should be submitted within 30 days. They must be accompanied by a cover
letter explaining the way in which the comments were addressed and the changes made.
Editorial decisions to publish, to reject or to return an article for modifications cannot be
appealed. Authors of published articles receive no royalty fees; they are however not required
to cover any of the costs of the peer-review process or publication.
Articles should be submitted in an electronic form, formatted in MS Word
(1998/2000/XP/2003) or in Open Office. The contents of the articles should not include any
information about the authors. Authors are expected to deliver the proposed articles in correct
English (British standard). The maximum length of an article is 9000 words.
We kindly ask potential authors to respect the following quotation standards, adopted by
YARS in previous volumes.
1. Books
Author(s), Title, Place of Publishing Year of Publishing, Page(s).
[e.g.: C. Harding, J. Joshua, Regulating Cartels in Europe: A Study of Legal Control of
Corporate Delinquency, Oxford 2003, p. 165.]
2. Chapters of books
Author(s), ‘Title of a chapter’, [in:] Authors (ed.), Title, Place of Publishing Year of
Publishing, Page(s).
[e.g. S. Dudzik, P. K. Rosiak, ‘Poland’, [in:] D. Cahill (ed.), The Modernisation of EU
Competition Law Enforcement in the EU. FIDE 2004 National Reports, Cambridge 2004, p.
477.]
3. Articles
Author, ‘Title of Article’ (Year) Vol.(No.) Title of Journal Pages
[e.g. A. Jurkowska, ‘Antitrust Private Enforcement – Case of Poland’ (2008) 1(1) YARS 5980.]
4. Articles – multiple authors
Authors, ‘Title of Article’(Year) Vol.(No.) Title of Journal Pages
[e.g. L. La Rocca, ‘The controversial issue of the parent-company liability for the violation of
EC competition rules by the subsidiary’ (2011) 32(2) European Competition Law Review 6876]
5. Legal acts
Polish legal acts:
e.g. Act of 16 February 2007 on Competition and Consumer Protection (Journal of Laws 2007
No. 50, item 331, as amended).

EU legal acts:
e.g. Council Regulation (EC) No. 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 on the implementation of the
rules on competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty, OJ [2003] L 1/1.
Quotation standards are to be respected in case of other types of contributions such as:




legislation and case law reviews,
book reviews,
reports concerning scientific events and other notes.

Contact to editors:
yars@mail.wz.uw.edu.pl

